Mirrors for Industrial and
Scientific applications

Aluminium
Mirrors
Aluminium mirrors continue to be one of our most
popular products, being lightweight and with a wide
range of applications.
Aluminium is often used for making lightweight scanning mirrors and
galvanometer mirrors and is a good alternative to silicon. Monolithic
aluminium mirrors can reduce system weight, and alignment time.
Because aluminium surfaces react with the atmosphere and lose
reflectivity, most of our aluminium mirrors have a thin film optical
coating to improve reflectance and durability.

Coatings
We can supply polished substrates ready for further
coating by our customers or coating companies.
We also supply aluminium mirrors with exactly the
same coatings as our copper mirrors, including:
Electroplated gold for broad infrared use - NIR, SWIR, MWIR, LWIR.
Gold for terahertz radiation.
Protected silver for visible and near infrared use.
Specific laser line MaxR coatings 532nm, 1064nm, 10.6um, etc.
Protected aluminium for UV and visible.

Benefits of
aluminium mirrors
They are lightweight (around 30% of the
weight of copper).
They have good laser damage resistance.
They can be readily engineered with
standard machine tools to include
tapped holes, dowel holes, water cooling
channels or fins.
Aluminium doesn’t chip or crack, unlike
glass or silicon mirrors.
Aluminium has 50% better thermal
conductivity than silicon.
Because many optical systems are
constructed of aluminium, having
aluminium mirrors allows for the design
of athermal systems.
Our unique, super smooth polishing
technique gives 99% less scatter than
diamond machined mirrors for visible light.

Working with LBP Optics
We are a well-established, friendly
business with over 28 years’
experience and expertise.
Fabrication, polishing and coating
is performed in-house ensuring
consistent high-quality products.

Unique manufacturing methods
allow us to give outstanding service
and prices on small volume custom
mirrors, as well as large volumes.
We will meet your shipping dates
and we regularly export all over
the world.
Our rigorous packing procedures ensure
all products arrive in perfect condition
for immediate use or storage.

How to contact us:

We supply standard production parts
as well as prototypes for research
and development.
Extensive in-house testing and
measurement capability including
phase shifting interferometry,
measuring microscopy and laser
calorimetry.
LBP Optics is an ISO 9001 registered
company, underlining our commitment
to quality and customer service.
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